
 

TUNING YOUR CHAKRAS 
with YOGA AND CRYSTAL BOWLS 

Offered by Delia Quigley and Meg Lyding 

CONTACT: 

Delia Quigley: delia@deliaquigley.com 

Meg Lyding: meglyding@gmail.com 



YOGA AND CRYSTAL BOWLS 
Be guided to a place of deep listening and embodied awareness by a master yoga 
teacher accompanied by quartz crystal singing bowls.  

You think you’ve experienced yoga, then you step onto your mat and surrender to the cleansing bath of 
sound from quartz crystal singing bowls. Guided to a place of deep listening and embodied awareness, 
you come to understand the integral part that balancing the chakra energy centers play in the health of 
your body-mind. 

“Your chakras are seven major energy centers that correspond to nerve ganglia along the body’s core. 
As a whole, the system forms a bridge that connects universal polarities: spirit to matter, heaven to 
earth, and mind to body. The chakras are stepping stones along that bridge, bringing those polarities 
into union. “Union” is the meaning of the word yoga, and used as a map, the chakras guide our journey 
from one level to the next.” Anodea Judith, Creating on Purpose 

• Come to a deeper understanding of the chakra system 
• Start a new dialogue with your body   
• Rediscover the mind-body connection   
• Release limiting emotional patterns and mental beliefs   
• Experience a greater sense of clarity, balance, and peace   
• Realize the power of simple acts of self-care and positive thinking   
• Feel empowered to continue the practice and enact positive change   

WHAT: A candle lit gentle flow style yoga class lead by Delia Quigley with a crystal singing bowl sound 
bath played for the chakras by Meg Lyding.  Together chakra specific asanas and the tones of the bowls 
offer balance to each energy center.  The practice is further expanded by chanting the chakra seed 
sounds, breath-work, visualization, and use of mantra and affirmation. 

WHO: All levels of yoga practitioner are welcome. Chairs can be used when floor work is difficult for the 
student. Some knowledge of yoga poses is needed to be able to stay present during the session. It is 
not a class to learn yoga poses, but a time to immerse ones yoga practice in the sound of the crystal 
bowls and the tuning of the chakras. 

WHERE: Preferably in a quiet, candle lit room, warm, safe and comfortable.  

WHEN: The perfect offering is once a month on a Sunday afternoon or evening. 

COST: $500 for a 2 Hour session or a 70/30 split of the revenue. Studios can charge up to $45 per 
person for the session. Flyer available to print, email and post on your website. 





TESTIMONIALS 

“What a beautiful event. What a perfect way to begin the New Year. Thank you for making it so special. 
The singing bowls were amazing.”  Cynthia M. 

“A really great class. The flow of the postures, the sound of the crystal bowls and the chanting of the 
chakra sounds was powerful and amazing.” Denise K. 

“I had no idea what to expect and then the sound of the bowls vibrated in my body and I had a 
breakthrough; suddenly I was able to remember something long hidden in my mind. I was blown away 
and really grateful.  Cindy H. 

BIOGRAPHIES 

Delia Quigley is the Director of StillPoint Schoolhouse LLC. Delia has been exploring and teaching how 
to live a holistic lifestyle, designed to achieve optimal health and well being, based on her 33 years of 
study, experience and practice as a a certified Dynamic Yoga instructor, holistic health counselor, whole 
foods Chef, photographer and author of eight books on mind-body health and healing.  As a dedicated 
student of the Eight Limbs of Yoga and 16,000-hours of teaching experience she has committed her life 
to sharing the rewards and benefits of maintaining a Ha-Tha Yoga practice.  

Delia is excited to introduce the movement of vinyasa with the tones of the crystal singing bowls 
allowing for a students total immersion into asana, breath and sound.  

Meg Lyding, MFA, LMT, CYT, offers a personal approach to therapeutic and creative self-care. Her 
services are dedicated to the art of mindfulness and creative living and integrate knowledge and 
technique from numerous therapeutic modalities and personal experience.  Some of these modalities 
include Thai yoga bodywork, Swedish massage, deep tissue massage, myofascial release, biodynamic 
craniosacral therapy, dance/movement therapy, sound therapy, meditation, and numerous styles of 
yoga including partner yoga and yoga for children.   

As a musician with a background in piano and voice and an interest in the therapeutic use of sound, 
Meg began playing quartz crystal singing bowls in 2013 for meditation and yoga.  Meg also holds a 
Master of Fine Arts degree from Parsons School of Design in New York City and continues to pursue 
creative projects and exhibitions, and to explore the therapeutic value of creative expression through 
visual art, music, and dance.  Meg is a licensed massage therapist, certified bodyworker, and certified 
yoga teacher. 






